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Л» Iftro^uction

Shis article i s intended as a complement to our current

series of the Quark Compound Bag (QCB) model /1-4/. Recent

development of th i s model was largely inspired by an impor-

tant observation about a possible connection

between the energies of the confined bag states and poles of

the P-matxdz in unconfined hadronic channels. Verification

of the so-called P-matrix method, due originally to Jaffe and

Low /5/t has been given for various hadronic systr s (see

ref. /6/ and references therein). Since experimentally the

method worte within accuracy of 5-1OJ6, we are led to a conclu-

sion that the parameters of multiquark bags - their masses,

radii and admixtures of hadronic component - play an impor-

tant role in the description of the short range hadronic

interactions. Practical realisation of th is ides i s based on

the QCB Interaction which has the form of a separable, energy-

dependent potential for each partial wavet



where

In what follows we use notations of refs. /2,3/ except

that the energy dependence of the potential is parametrized

in terms of the variable 35*7/^ = кй/пгь where I i s the

laboratory tine t ic energy, ^ is the nucleon momentum in

the center—of -mass frame, and m is the nucleon aass. Such

paraaeTrization can be used boch for "che aonrela-civistic and

relativistic l&nematics and does not lead to the P-matrix

poles in the complex IS -plane. In particular, the energy

E^ of the QCB state v> i s 3 ̂  a 4m2 + 4m #y> . We

refer to /1-3/ for the discussion of the meaning of the QCB

parameters in eqs. (4 t2) and further bibliography.

I t i s never hard to find troubles in quantum mechanics

with energy dependent potentials, some of these was discussed

: in ref. /*/• In this paper we treat more carefully the prob-

lem of causality and show in sect. 2 that a possible -violation

of causality condition for the q,CB interaction may be a t t r i -

buted to the potential pole in the P-matrix whose existence

was previously noted in /?/. The position of this pole essen-

tial ly depends on the parameter OC^ which in the

picture measures the admixture of nucleon component in the

QPB state V> . I n sect. 3 we discuss several alternative

choices of this parameter for which the QCB interactions do

not display any potential pole and, as consequence, satisfy

the classical causality condition /8/. The derived interac-

tions are then tested in sect.4 when calculating the binding

of the three-nucleon system. Here we show that a special
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care of cCj tm&e in sect. ? i s essential in order to

reproduce the experimental value of trinucleoas binding

energy* As a by-product we also shew that the study of three-

nucleon problem fixes the radii of the QCB potential* within

very narrow limits ( « 1 . 5 - 1 » * *») thereby giving as addi-

tional information about the equivalent hadronic radius which

i s known from the Ш data with a poor accuracy. Sect. 5 con-

tains few concluding remarks.

2. 3jhe са1ддрД;̂ У condition and the P—matrix poten^gj^ p°3re?

To preface our discussion, we recall the explicit expre-

ssion for the P-aatrix i t the QCB model. For purpose of i l lu-

stration consider the s-state Schroedanger equation, the

generalization to higher partial waves i s obvious. Letting

Ъ у s Ь and pfr) « |/ | S*r«/ ̂  ж

one easily obtains

с*-*,;

As in refe. /2,5/ we consider the two-level QCB interaction

with ЯС̂  -x О, Я'а-*00 , Ca-*-oe provided the ratio

S - *ъс£/%2, i s . fc*ld constant. 7or this interaction eq»(3)

simplifiee to ')

So simplify the notation in eq*. (4) , (5) and below we
drop the index y> « 1 by defining e s ê » jcsa? 4 a»<i
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.a

where

(5)

and P p C*3«y is the free P-matrix with the first kinems-

tical pole removed

(6)
Г

The poles of i ' L ^ ^ in the 4 -plane are seen to be of

three different types:

a) a pole at *i = &0«V^nZo with the residue го

а=г тле/'a 4

corresponding to the Jaffe-Low primitive;

1 Ъ) infinite number of kinemstical (or compensation) poles at

I -«,=.• к s \?A ?= 2,3, ... with the residues r, xiX/i^O

j and

,1 c) a potential pole at 4 « L whose position is defined

by equation д С ^ р ) в 0 • This equation is solved in terms

V of т? to give

^ 2 A -
(

where ^c = 7 : / 'wfe 5 ' . So, ЯГ* decreases from

at X = О t o ?_ « 0, crosses the threshold a t 3z

•s oc =\Z2c/;f a a d ^tufther decreases t o — «*» as
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from the left. When CC is just above 1, £^ jumps to

+ оэ and as x rises further Й^ decreases from

+ схэ to So . This behaviour of S^C00) is i l lu-

strated in Pig. 1. Рог X > Л and ac< oco the potential

pole l ies within physical region for scattering process.
/2,3/

In our previous works solution was usually searched for

which the parameter x was greater or equal unity. I t

follows from eq. (7) that for oc close enough to unity

Tv •*> Ч &eV and the presence of the potential pole does not

influence the f it to existing phase shift analyses. We note,

however, that the residue at the potential pole

r > = - / * •-» О , i f * 5 i , (8)

so for CC > 1 the i*-matrix at fe as к~ violates the classi-

cal causality condition. Recall that the latter with neglecting

the wave mechanical oscillation terms which vanish in the

classical limit ,к-»оо takes the form of the Wign r̂ eon-
z

dition

'-"<0. (9)

Condition (9) holds as a necessary and sufficient condi

tion to preserve the analyticity of the S-matrii in the cut

5Г -plane. To i l lustrate the consequences of appearence of

a P-matrix pole with the negative residue we estimate the

hadronic shift of this pole. Recall that the S-matriz

is defined in terms of the P-matrix by

pel)
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The S-natrix pole t ^ , the image of the potential pole

at &.= *L , i s defined as a root of equation BC^J-ik; =0.

To obtain the quick estimation for the sign of the hadronic

shift consider a simplified example, £«,-> <» # Then assu-

ming that <o = fe/o "•" w«!/ with {о(ч,!« fc-o and substi-

tuting near the pole £(jk9t) - X i- ^ / C ^ - t ) CA is a

constant) one obtains

dk = -

So, the coupling to unconfined Ш channel i s seen to displace
;.'

the potential pole into the upper-half fc -plane provided

Г1̂ < О • 2!his situation is certainly excluded for the

causal scattering amplitude. Note also that Rz 0*4 ~ V'£p

and ХУЛ dk ~Vt№ as C-* °° .

One could try to search for the solutions with зс<.хо

for which 0<:5'«<?c5 •%."•> 0 » зс rhe condition (?) i s

satisfied. Yet, existence of such a poie зееащ to be excluded

by the existing phase shift dara. AS las*, rhe 3Olutioaa with.

CC0<X< J. are qui-e зоге excluded because -chey lead

to unphysical bound stanas.

Thus, if one wishes ~c consider consis-cen-n quantum mecha-

nics with the QGB inreraction i t i s necessary to sej.ecr OUT

only those solutions for which the P-ma-crix satisfies condi-

tion (9) at; any energy. У̂е shall aescribe -chese solutions

in next зес-cion.
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3» QCB Interactions wi.tfa.out potential

We consider the three types of the causal QQB amplitudes

differing in the choise of the parameter x ;

A) those corresponding to the solution with CC = 1 for

which the P-matrix potential pole goes to infinity and mani-

fests i t s e l f in the S-matrix as e harmless phanthorn /4/;

B) those with OC^X^ =• Ы/ь/тг^с, , th is solution vanishes

the residue Г-» at the P-matrix pole, and

C) the solutions for which the position of the potential

pole coincides with that of a kineimtical pole J/ъ ( P ж2,

?,«••)• The le t ters correspond to the sequence

which goes to unity as P-* <=° • One can easi ly check

that in th is case the total residue at the polt *

Я

i s positive i f ЭС *• 1*4-« We mention the solution C) only

as a possibility because concerning the three-nucleon calcu-

lations (see sect* 4) the results in this case are quite

similar to those for the case 1) . In what follows we shall

concentrate on the discussion of the solutions 1) and B).

First, we aention that for a given Ъ both potentials

A) and 5) produce the saae on-shell T-matrix but different

off-shell behevipur (the latter will be tested in the three-

body problem in aert section). Indeed, for J? C*a*)'"£
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one obtain*

Г ^x
— case 1 ) (14a)

So, the difference between the right-hand sides of eqs. (14a)

and (14b) i s a constant which is absorbed by a proper defi-

nition of the paraaeter S • Thus, the total P-matrices

are identical and so do the S-aiatricas aap-s seen from eq.

(10) *>

Nevertheless, an important difference between she cases

A) and B) i3 clearly seen when considering the trajectories

of eigenvalues Л (.*) -or ~Z<0 • Eecall that our

two-level interactions have two eigenvalues which asymptoti-

cally behave as

>O as |г/-*с» (15)

For the сазе 1) the positions of both. SQ and *S.,j states are

defined by the trajectory Aa &) which is most influenced

by the contribution of the excited QCB state. Conversely, for

the case B) these states are defined by the trajectory A,c*/

which depends mainly on the parameters relevant to the ground

4СВ state. Thus the solution 3) corresponds to the more simple

physical picture for which the ground bag state defines nor

only scattering bat also the low-energy resonent levels in

Note that eqs. (14) are in agreement with the algorithm
for ths phenomenological paraoetrization of the P-marrix
adopted by Jaffe and Mulders, see e.g. P.J.Mulders,
?hys.aev.,
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the ЯГ system while the excited QCB level i s only needed to

fine tune the positions of the &-matrix 1 S 0 and Зв^ states»

This difference i s illustrated in Kg. 2.

We bare found several sets of QSB potentials both, vita

CC m 1 and CC-X+ for the different values of b i» the

interval 1*2 fa < b ^ 1.5 fm. for a given value of b the

central 1 S 0 and 'fl«j potentials have the three paraaeters,

the first two, ЯГО and С being defined from the f i t to

the phases in the energy region near the P-eatxix pole, .while

the third, £ , i s defined through the scattering length» She

quality of the f i t does not depend cm the choise of b ., a.

typical example i s given in ref^t/. Few sets o£ potential pa-

rameters are given in Sables 1,2. She simplest Q3B interactions

which neglect the residual interactions altogether are denoted

by the letter 2Г la this tablej other interactions con-

taining a Xukawa one-pion-exch*»ge tai l are denoted by tfae

letter % Recall -ttafcthe main defect of the QQB potentials

without long-ranged interaction i s the 2O-3Q56 reduction of r^

the of festive radius /2/* As can be seen from Sables %2 the

inclusion of the Yukawa force for r 3* Ъ improves the situation

to somt extent* let , in fitting the experimental values of

ro the multiple pirn exchangee become more important /2/.

Vote that the overlap of the deuteron wave function

¥Q found for the came B) with the bag

wave function is almost sero,
г

because of the node of <PCrJ near r tt 0#8 f*w Am a result,

В
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the surface and "Volume contributions to the spectroscopic fac-

tor O/ in eq. (20) of ref. /3/ do not cancel and the ad-

mixture of the confined bag in the deuteron is about 10-15%.

Еесall that the phase equivalence of the interactions A) and

B) requires an equality of a residue in the S-matrix deuteron

pole, from which* in turn, i t follows, that

where ((Vg // is the norm of the total six-quark wave func-

tion defined by eq. (21) of ref. / 3 / . A comparlsion of th* deu-

teron war* functions for th* cases A) and B) i s giren in ?ig.3.

4-, QC3 interaction and the three-nuclaon 3ystem

Now we want to apply the phenomenology derived in the pre-

vious section to calculate the binding energy of the t r i ton.

The technique that will be uaed for confuting three-nucleon

! observables is based on the results of ref. /9/ where the

| cluster methods, originally developed for the 6-quark system,

[ havs been generalized for the triton treated as the 9-quark

| system } . Firstly we briefly outline the main results

I and refer to the paper /10/ fox explicit derivation of the

three-body equations and for further discussion of the phy-

sics involved in this method*

The wave function of the 9-quark system is written aa

where

The derivation of the modified UN interaction in ref. /9/
contained the error which was later corrected in ref. /10/
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cyclic permutation of indeces + ...,

v, <y vM ф yN

In eq. (19), (20) indeces i , j , к denote the quark triplets,

V a r e t n e e i 6 e r i : f u n c " b i o n s 0 : f t n e 6-quarfc primitives,

t end 9r are the appropriate anti-syBimetrizers, and

are the usual relative momenta

in the three-nucleon system, <6̂  » О ' ъ being momenxe

of the 5-quark bags represented by the functions V^ • The

dots in the right-hand side of eq. (19) denote a possible "

contribution of the 9-quark primitives which we omit in the

present investigation.

To derive a system of coupled equations for tbe functions

ХСЫЧ) a n d Gt-9(^) ' t l i e 9-q«ark Schroedinger equation is

projected onto the appropriate bag and nucleon projectors. Then

two types of matrix elements arise. The first one contains

the matrix elements corresponding to the rearrangement of

nucleon clusters» The quantitative effect of these terms was

discussed in the quark potential model /11/ where i t vas Ehown

that their net contribution to the triton binding energy is

very small. Therefore we can forget aboat these terms and

concentrate only on those matrix elements that describe a

formation and an subsequent decay of the 6-quark bags in tbe

triton. Explicit evaluation leads to the Schroedinger equa-

tion for the hadronic component J£ (Pt<l) i& eq. (20) which

include a very complicated three-nucleon interaction arising
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from the dynamics of overlapping bags in «he triton. This

unpleasant situation may be however circumvented by defining

the new function

069 У> &*>/**
where the second term in the right-hand side represents the

nucleon components containing in the 6-quark bags» Then the

function £(£,£) satisfies the Schroedinger equation with

the pair-wise forces onlyt

where E-Q i s the trinucleon binding energy and the new

short-range qpB interactions У Cfop'j'zj «re of the fora

(23)

with

(24)

-iv Cf,B^ being the Fourier-transform of Ту (?>*,) in

eq. (2) f and 2 C i s the compensation energy in eq. (7).

Equation (22) can be solved with the use of the standard

Faddee-? technique.

Our calculations were carried out for several combination

of the •?31 and Sg QC3 potentials differing in the values of

Ь . 'Phe re suits appear to be rather unexpected* 111 the
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potentials with X (3p,) = oc C^nJ" i strongly overbind the

triton, tbe corresponding binding energy «5 as. 11 MeY being

alnost independent on the choice of the radii b in the in-

terval b Й 1.2 - 1*5 fm. On the contrary^ the CjpB interactions

with х £ 3 ^ ) = 0 С р and « O ^ J - ^ p where the

has been defined in sect* 3 show the strong sensitivity of

Eg -versus b *' . In order to visualize the dependence

Sj,(b) in various solutions, some of our results are displayed

in Jigs* 4 -6.

In particular, the combination of the QSB potentials

of Tables 1,2 reproduces quite well the

value of the triton binding energy

S
B
 « -8.47 MeV (modified QCB interactions)

(25)

We have tested the trinucleon wave function for these inte-

ractions in calculating the vertex function б-^СО for

% -*• nd disintegration and found an excelent agreement «ith

aaw XIBF experimental data **' • Details of this calcula-

tion will be published elsewhere* The binding energies for

the QpB interactions with the radii other than those indicated

in Tables 1,2 nay be easily read off from the Pigs. 4-6* Uote

that if one neglects the modification of the SB potential

introduced in eq. (25) and solves the Faddeev equations with

the unmodified QCB potential of eq. (1), then one obtains a

In general, Efl does not much depend on the radii of the
QpB interactions with X я 1*

A.T,Blinov et al., J.Phys., 2Д1 (1985Г 623.
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large underbinding of the triton: in the example considered

Eg в -4-э7 ifeV (usmcdified QCB interactions) (26)

For i l lustrat ion, we aeation also the effect of the Yuka-

wa force* We have calculated the binding energy for the poten-

t i a l r Zpi ( ¥ A j - t>o(X&) from Tables 1,2 with the result

BB « - 6.9 M*V (modified QCB interactions ГА-ТВ) (2?)

The found underbinding with respect to the case ZA-ZB i s due

to two effects* the increase in binding due to Yukawa force

for г %- b and the decrease in binding due to renoric&lization

of the separable pair T-matrices by the long-range interactions.

This underbinding may be easi ly cured by a proper readjustment

of the QCB parameters*

5, Conclusions

We have made a study of causal QCB interactions and then

tested them i n the three-nucleon problem. Our primary observa-

tion i s that when a simple resonsble r e a l i s t i c QCB potential

introduced, i t leads to a sensible description of the trinucleon

properties. Clearly , many aspects of this description need

to be understood better* These include the proper treatment

of the noncentral forces and the possible inclusion of 9-quark

primitives* But the model already succeeds at the f i rs t level

of calculations» in reproducing some of the trinucleon obser-

vable s . I t wi l l be instructive to see how precise a picture of

trinucleons one can eventually build from the rea l i s t i c QCB

interaction.This work i s now underway in ITEP.
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Finally, не note that oar results suggests that the modi-

fication of the short range part of the Ш potential which, i s

the result of the nucleon-beg dynamics inside trinucieons may

provide an additional binding for the triton. This effect

should be considered in the actual calcalations of the tri-

nucleon binding energy.
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gable 1. Sxaaples of the %,, qfSB isteractione with W1.35 f»

с ,GeT

X

£ .ОТ
a, fa

г0» *а

gable 2

*0 .<*•*

е , ве1

се

a, 2*

А«в»

flo long range force

U

0.2599
1 / 2 0.3253

1

0.2033

5.42

1.48

2.04

1.438

1.118

I 2

£• 2хеяф1еа

no long

2»

r 0.3045

r4/2 0.3445

1

0.1367

-23.7

1.97

1.459

0.948

ZB

0.2599

0.3253

0.8135

0.1049

5.42

1.48

2.04

1.149

0.478

11

Tukawa long range force

Xi

0^629

0.3287

1

0.1906

5.42

1.57

2.12

1.537

LI??
1

of the 1 S Q QCB interactions

range force

ZB

0.3043

О.3445

0.7356

0.0524

-23.7

1.97

O.9S3

0^92

IB

0.2629

0.3287

0.8051

0.0895

5.42

1.57

2.12

1.189

0.447

13

1 with Ъ-1.39 fa

Takava long range force

0.3036

0.3517
1

0.H58

-23.7
2.54

1.441

0.926

IB

О.3О36

0.3517.

0.7203

0.0168

-23.7
2.54

0.978
0.Ю2
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Pig.1. A trajectory of tii« potential pole



Ь е 1.35 fit

Pig.2. Bieenrelu** Affe)aad2z(ejfor the solution» 1) «ad B)
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Q.Z V

.3« Deutoron. тат* ftrdctioaa for th« pbae* «qolTalmt QCB

potentials with b - 1*35 2л»
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, UeV

12

1.3 1.4

1,40

1.50 fin

1.5 я

6. , fin

9 "

1.30 fia

Pi£.4. Dependeno* S (o)tox the QCB interactions with x«1 end
о
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11

10

9

8

-В , HeT

-

1.3 1,4 1.5 , fm

Pig.5. The saae as in Fig.4 for the QCB interactions with

x(
3
S

Q
) • 1 aad X( 3

S
1
)=3L

S
.
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10

8

-V

1.3 1.4

. 1.35

1.5
* f*

Pig.6. She тем аа in Pig-4 for the QCS interactions with

x(
1
S

0
)-x.

t
 x(

3
S,)-1.
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